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ABSTRACT
This publication deals with suggested maintenance;

standards that apply to vehicles used for pupil transportation in
California and covers all the safety7related systems that are common

to most buses. The guide has been prepared to help all school bus and

school pupil activity bus operators set uF an inspection and

preventive maintenance program that will meet the need tc conform to

the California Vehicle Code sections, and it could be used As a

training aid for bus drivers, mechanics, service personnel, driver

trainers, and supervistry personnel. Suggested forms that operators'

may use in developing an inspection and maintenance program are

included. The phapters contain 'informintion about (1) daily and weekly

bus inspections with checklist and reports; (2) setting up a vehicle

inspection and prreliertive maintenance, program that meets state

requirements; (3)( the records ,required for controlling and evaluating

a Preventive maintenance program; and (4) the/ facilities, equipment,

and personnel needed for shop maintenance and repair of school buses.
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Fore-WOO
The safe transportation of school pupils to and from school -and school-related activities is

a serious responsibility that is shared by regulatory and law--e.nforcement agencies, school
personnel motorists; the pupils themselves, and anyone who furnishes transportdtion for

-School pupils, An essential part of _meeting his responsibility is making sure that vehicles
used for transporting pupils are regularly and carefully inspected and maintained.

This publication,Sfliool Bus and School Pupil Activity Bus Inspectioti and Maintenance
Guide ideals with suggested maintenance standards that apply to vehicles used for pupil
transportation in California.

e are confident that conscientious application of the information in this guide will result
in transportation systems that are efficient, economical', adequate to the needs of the,
community, and above all safe.

Superiotendeht of iblic i,tsln

Ill



Preface
The large nurnbr of pupils being transported to and on) school and school-related

activities daily in California requires a safety prograin onforrns with state regulation
and control. This guide has been developed ter assist t ay dedicated men and women
who have the responsibility for inspecting and maintaining school buses and school pupil
activity buses in all parts of the state. -

The guide covers all of the safety-related systems that are common to most buses,
regardless of their make. Its purpose is to provide informaltipp and examples that will help
bus maintenance personnel and drivers gain a better tindim-standing of the importance of
regular inspection and maintenance in the interest of greater safety. The need for such a
manual is clearexperience has shown that many road, failures and accidents involving
school bUses and school pupil activity buses can be attributed at least in part to a failure of
either vehicle inspections or maintenance of the systems Covered in this guide.

This publication was prepared under the direction of Fred W. Sowash, Field esenta-
Live in the Bureaufof Management Services, in cooperation with the California Highway
Patrol, Commercial Vehicle Section. Consultant services 4tiiere`provided by William C. Spinks
President of the Taylor Bus Company, Anaheim, California.

WILLIAM D. WHITENECK
Deputy Superintendent
for Administration

JOHN E. LAW
Commander, Commercial Vehicle Section
California Highway Patrol

JACQVE T. ROSS
Associate Superintendent and Chief
Division of Administrative Services

JACK LIEBERMANN
Chief, Bureau of

Management Services
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Chapter

Introduction
Legal Basis and Purpose of This wide

School Bus Inspection (Vehicle Code 2807)

(a) The California Highway -Faro] shall inspect
.every school bus-at least once each school year to
ascertain whether its construction, design, equip-
ment,-and color comply with all provisions of law.

(b) NO-person shall drive any school bus unless
there is displayed therein a certificate issued by the
California Highway Patrol stating that on a certain
datd, which shall be within 13 months of the date
of opqration, .pn authorized employee of the
California Highway Patrol inspected the bus and
fourid that on the date of inspection the bus
complied with the applicable provisions of state
law relating to construction, design, equipment,
and color. The Commissioner of the California
Highway Patrol shall provide by rule or regulation
for the issuance and display ditinctive inspec-'
lion certificates.

Inspection of Other Motor Vehicles Transporting
Pupa: Display of Inspection Certificates
(Vehicle Code 2807.1)

(a) The Department of the California Highway
Patrol shall inspect and certify every. vehicle
specified under subdivisions-(d) or (e) of Vehicle:
Code Section 545 which is occupied aside from
the driver, exclusively by school pupils or exclu-
sively by school pupils and fre-rsons accompanying
them for supervisory purOoses, twhich the use by
the general public is prohibited by the carrier
under a contractor agreement with the sehoOl and
which is being operated to transport pupils to and
from public or private school activity, at least
once each year to ascertain whether its condition
complies with all provisions of the '

(b) No person- shall drive any Inotor ;vehicle
specified in subdivision (2) unless ;here js displayed
therein a certifiCate iss'ied by the-Departnient
the California Highway Patrol -stating that'iiii a "4-

certain date; which shall be within 13 months of
the date of opa ation an authorizedenapioyee. of
the Departme at,of the California fltliway Patrol
inspected such motor vehicle and lourrcf that oe
the date "9f inspection the bus complied with the

'applicable provisions of the state . Tlic Cori-
,

'rnissioner of the California Highway 'Patrol shall
provide _by rule or tregulati4 for the issuance and
display of distincti;re inspection certificates.

Preventive Maintenance Inspections
(Vehicle Code 2807.2) ,

The Department of the California Highway
Patrbl, y regulation, shill provide for a preventive
maintenance 'ingpection guide for weekly Use by
operators. of motor vehicles specified in Vehicle
Code 'sectious 2807, and 2807.1. The regulations
shall provide that such record of ihspe'Ction shall be
signed by '..,'the persons making, such inspectioiti, and
the record of such inspections shall be retained on
file by the ,opeitator for review -and inspection by
the. Department oetlie,Callfornla flighWay Patrol.

This guide has been prepared to help`air-school
bus and school' pupil activity bus operators set up
an inspection and preventive.maintecurince program
that will meet the need to conform with the' abdve
Vehicle Code sections.

This wide goes' far beyond,the the laws
and regulations governing inspection and inainte7
nonce- programs kts intent is not only to explain

,conformance with the above Vehicle Code sections
but 'also to Help operStors who cloalot have, a "sound
overall preventive maintenance progrqin. ,

This is an example of one ,Preventive rhainte-
nartce .program -that -- used should place an

..,

Operator into an rating issued by the-
'Department of .the Calitorni-dHigliviaypatrol. This
is not to say that this-lkt he only acceptable pro-

Many other 'prograrkir used .,by operators in
the state aregoocl bosic Programs.

This guide could 'be used,ds,.a training aid. fir bus
d rivers,' ;-,nechanics service' "persoiiel Oliver

;tra nears, `personriel. Th-is guide
contains som e examp le s 61 mai teril- "records
That could hglused by school. Itigtricts for corppilirig,
Opensc fitrardiatidn that would be of., value when--
if-16 Annual -Transportation Report tiled 0-14-1).

IniNtrlance of 9asArtiipection.kod.M3hitenance
a

Busgs of a411 makes, fypes sizes and slyipes
are used to .tranOort 1-19'Wever.,. most of the

n'owg in service .are gate:Similar wiillregiffil
" 6
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history for each vehicle. Orderly records enable the
operator t© keep track of vehicle mileage, running
time, and maintenance costs, and such records
indicate to Maintenanee-ipersonnel what has been
done to the vehicle, when it was done, and what
must be done next, Also, such records are required
to, be retained on. file for review and inspection by
the California Highway Patrol. (The important part
that CHP motor carrier inspectors play in the
school bus and school pupil activity bus inspection
and maintenance program will be explained in
Chapter IV of this guide.)

Suggested forms that operators may use in
developing an inspection and maintenance program
are included throughout this guide. The forms may

-be copied and used as js, or they may be modifie0
to fit any special requirements of the operator's
program, .Obviously, no single set of procedures
like the one, presented here will ekactly fit every
vehicle in every:program in the state. Operators
will have to tailor, their procedures to fit their own
equipment.

One of the ..main considerations in reaching any
degree of Uniformity-is 6onsiStency with regard to
ocordkeeping di-id forms. For this reason, oper-
ators who are developing or modifying- forms may

- want to ,consider the formats suggested in this
guide.



Chapter, II

Daily '400Weekly Bus Thspectio s.

Inspectio4s, Checklist,

Daily Inspection by Driver

d Reports

Each school bus and school pupil activity bus
being used to transport pupils shall be inspected
daily by the driver to ascertain that it is -in safe
condition and equipped as required by all provi-
sions-- of law and that all equipment is in good
working older. No pupil shall be transported in the
bus until any defects discovered have.. been .eor-
regted,,-

Checklist.

The use of a checklist Of each ite.7i1 to be
inspected during a daily bus Pretrip inspection ha's
been found to be very ,helpful.. Many operators
have found such a checklist of value vvhen training
new drivers. Such a checklist effects time savings
and becomes a step -by -step venielec,inspection.
procedure. A checklist has also been found of value
in grading- drivers on performance of the daily
inspection procedure during inservice training
programs.

A sample checklist has 1 i'developtd_ for this
purpose for consideration. (See rig. II-I -) In many
cases it could be used "a§ i, or it could be
mOdified to fit the needs of a particula`r type of
bus. It is suggested that when a cheeklist such as
the example, is developed that it be designed to
prevent lost rnotieni during the checkout proce-
dure With this ill mind, the inspector should
inspect all items in the order in which they appear
on the checklist with a starting and ending point.
This way he or she has tie assurance that nothing
haspeen overlooked.
Reporting Defects

When the driver discovers zi defect Or a mal-
function during an inspection, during or after a
run.-,nr sit any other_ time, lie ors-he shall make
written 4eport of-the defect or ritallunerion to the
employer

Vehicle Condition Report by Drives (Tide I
and 1234e)

Each bus carrier shall require drivers to
report on vehicle condition,

.

write such a. report at the completion of, his or her
day's work or tour of duty. Whether discovered by
or 'reported to ths driver, all vehicle defects-and
deficiencies likely, t&17iffeet safe operation or cause
mechanical breakdOwfn of the vehicle shall be
listed; and a negative report shall indicate that no
such conditions are present. 'Reports shall be
carefully examined, defects shall be checked and
corrected, and operators shall retain reports for at
frost one month.

Any vehicle that the owper or driver knows to
be unsafe or not equipped in the manner required
by ',law may not be used, to transport pupils,until:

1. The vehtcle'..-has been examined- and re-
pai re d ceequipped as required by law.,

2. A competent mechanic has certified- that
the -vehicle is safe and is equipped, in
compliance with the law (Title 12-1215b,
and 1234e)

To comply with Title 13-1 215b and 1234e,
several. Methods are used One thing that must be
kept in rnind when devekiping any forms io use for
this purpose is that the driver must_ conduct a daily
vehicle chcckout. Also a line of communication

/ must be maintained between the operajor and the
driver, omrnunication that reflects completion of
an action and the reporting of all-defects.

The following are suggestions on how this may
be accomplished:

I. Use the example form by havin the driver
mark acli appropriate box on ,the right
side of the page, and by having him or her
sign the form and turn it in to the_operator
each day. See Fig.41-1.)
Use.the following example (Fig, 11-2).

,hose are only two 'examples of forms that
,ould be meth WheneVer a new . -form is being,
develozed or whenever assistance is nee(W, check
with the Department of the Califo:i.ithi Highway

-Patrol Motor Carrier OperationsSpecialist (MCOS).

7.

12151)
, Weekly Iiisp6clion (Title 13- 1232b and 12341)Weekly .,..

In addition to the .driVets daily vehicle inspec-,,
tion and written report, a Weekly vehicle inspec-
tion and maintenance -is required by the operator. .d every- driver shall
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Bus No.

Make and model

Employer

WEEAY CQNDITION REPORT f R _ Hob BUSES
AND SCHOOL PUPIL AcTiViTy u0SE(sPAHs)

(Vehicle beellsc,rluruber or other positive iclerutrlieiciort)

A

Perform' -the checks in-the orderindicated. Mark each item in ih
O.K.; "X" if the iteWrequires repair or mntenanee; if the
finking all the required cheCks, enter the date of the inspec

-appropriate blank at the 6ottorn of the page when the next sery

Day perfOrthed (circle): Monday Tuesday Wedrieskily

2 ReL. Water and oil levels
2. Belt radiator hoses

Start maw, check o pressure
Set and (800 to 1.000

4 enmeter and voltmeter . r readdin s_ro.
5. Air Vacuum : _es ad 4 _ uildup

6. Fu ge

7. Driver's seat and seat belts 1111

illliars and or dc
Entrance door ill

III
11111

m
ill
Ill
IIN
1111

1111

10 Modesty aneb and h '1

Interior lights step -well lights
12. ea as, defroster, ans

._Windshield (clean, e of defects
4 Gilitidhteld wipers and washers

15. Mirrors (clean, , properly adjusted
16. Fire extinguisher (charged, sealed
17, Flares, reflee y le .

First d kit MI
11111

IIII
19. Passen er seats
20 Floor covering (clean, secured)

Windows and latches ririf
22. Fntergeney exits 0

,,

2 . Emergency exit . wanting da
2 Temperature gage , -

Recheck throttle setting (800 to 1,r00
Turn on all outside lights (headlights
bearer directional s to left).

25. Headlight high beam indicator gl

left directional signal indicator
Check items 26 through 8 fro

N26. Front o run n li s ,
27. Front d cr.ssover lip ts_

2 Front School Bus sign
29 Headlights (high boam
O. Fog lamps
1 front direction =-

t mirror curernen
t ront c ea anc

side direcional34. se t light 111
ni
Nil

35 front no wheel; lug nuts
36. side body panels, reflectors
7. Left winter clearance lights ill

Mg
38. side emergency door or
39. Loft rear tires, wheels, lug nuts, le flange

1. rear clearance light

ill41. Rear op running lights

Next service due inikeage.ot-date):

ic -D

Fig. II-1. Sample eddy

ox at the right (nark --1"" if the item is
does not apply to this vehicle), After

sign your name. Also, note in the
1 e due for this vehicle.

rsday Friday Saturday Sunday

red crossover li
ai School Bus sight

ertsergency door or
'''t rear direcunnal.li

_gltts

i gh to an rcensep
electors

=

ca . When _ IyiLights Fl h'
rear elearan Blight

itlit rear tires wheels, lug nrtis, axle Ilastgri
kit side e=rrnergerre door yr Basil

kit side t ody p rids, r or-

kit r clearance Lights 1111
kit fr flt tire, w l, lug u in

IN1.
kit Eton

me
s

ntor b = e direcronal sij riots to rig it
, z--, cIr in 1©svbearn; c reek throttle

b 1 000 tprrd.

P:raZEIZEZEVIMMIIIIMIMIN
111

idlight hjgh.bearrn indicator off; fight

ctional Ni I indicator blink
ek items 6 i through 4 fr rn orttfide ttie bus=
vllights (Iosv be NM
t front directional light

id directional light 111.
rear r ion Light

bris andam canoe 11 except
4ssa t 7 operate the but Before operating
bits perforrn the rests ravtinci to check

is r 3 thr701.1gh 75 (brake safet) c.heckl.
pressure= gages
Bator li t -in cut -out pressurres

c presstare loss r 2 psi per minute
sure oss w'(brakes applied (flat ver 3 1
minute)

pressuCe arning do icry

!rg ey stopping ystem
bralro atdjustrtierrt
zing brake test

oe 122J syslerii

t agile pro o s+sterrt

raulre b rake system
scity /CF-IP inspection a d
i_way rdie L. operation)

fWll KE TEST STOPS FOR
kiNNG SrL/DENTS__

ve ins-pecteil this bus on tor date);

(Simatuic of person._ rnak ng :inspection)

odition report lorm

_17 r2



TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
DEFECT REPORT

Bus No. 0

Defects:

Driver's signa Date

Only

Repairs m tide:

aced bulb

2. cn1 pled Type A service.

3. 6r-eased cabk,

Upat red cv5im oti

5.

Mechani

0.

inure at) id o Da
7

Fig. II-2. Sample defect report form

This inspection and maintenance may be con-
ducted by preventive maintenance personnel or a
school bus driver qualified to perform preventive
maintenance and shall include, but not be limited
to, the following:

I. Maintain all vehicle fluid levels in accor-
dance with the ma 1,tifacturer's recomiren-
dations.
Check all guages, blizers, and indicators to
determine whether they are working_

3. Test)horns.
4. Check driver's seat and belts for wear and

securement.

5. Determine that all doors, door emergency
releases, And windows are in operating
condition.

6. Check the securement of all seats, hand-
rails, and modesty panels.

7. Check all interior and exterior lighting
systems.
Determine that all heating, cooling, and
ventilation systems are working.

9. Check all glass and mirrors for cracks and
cleanliness.

10. Determine that windshield wipers and
washers are working.



. Determine whether 'emergency equipment,
as 'required, is maintained and 'is in oper-
ating condition.

12. Check all tires and lug mats)
. 13. Perform the following brake safety check:

a. Checlo a it compressor governor cut-in
anti cut-out pressktres.

b. Ch ck static pressure for air loss.
c. Te. tt t he applied brake pregsure loss.
d. Test lov air pressure warning devices.

Test emergency stopping system.
Test parking brake.

g. Test anti-skid device.
h. Check hydraulic brake system to deter-

mine, -4liat the vacuum guage reads not .
tfiiirt,15 inclties.

i- Test low vacuum warning device system.
Check brake pedId for brake adjustment..

Inspection on Other Than a Weekly Basis (Title 13-1232c)

A preventive maintenance inspection by the
bus operator is to beconducted evtry 2,000 miles,
or 30 Working days, whichever occurs first, or in
accordance )yitii the manufacturer's recommended
maintenance-Schedule i f SU elicschedule specifies less
than 2,000 miles and 30. working days. This
inspection shall include, but not be limited to,
checking, thefollowing:

I .'Brake adjustment
2. Hydraulic brake fluid leaks
3. All tank mounting brackets
4: MI belts and hoses for wear

It is suggested that someone, other than the
driver, who has a mechanical background inspect
the vehicle once each week for mechanical defi-
ciencies. This procedure would build in a check
and balance system to find or inspect items that a
driver may not -find during a daily bus checkont.
However, the weekly in-depth Inspection may be
performed by a driver or by any other person
designated, by the operator who has been trained to
do this inspection.

For training purposes, an operator may con-
sider the form in Fig.

As indicated on the checklist, each item is
numbered. On the following pages, by numbers
corresponding with those on the form, is an
explanation of how to look and what to look for.
This is only a suggested method used by some
operators as a teaching device, so the method may
have to be altered to fit a particular vehicle. A
checklist method of inspection has been proven-to
be the best meth od for conducting any inspection

to prevent items from being overlooked. The four
items mentioned above that are dile for inspection
every 2,000 miles, or 30 working days, could be
added to the weekly inspection. If they are
inspected during the weekly inspection, that would
more than meet the inspection 'requirement of

-2,000 miles or 30 working days.

Checklist ItemsWI-Mt to Look for

I . Water and oil levels. A`clieck of the water and
ail levels involves checking the radiator and the
engine crankcase to ensure that the fluid leVels
recommended by the manufacturer are being
maintained.

2. Belts and radiator hoses. Iii most cases, belts
are located so that they can be seen and
checked easily. This is true of belts on both the
engines ar conventional buses (in which the
engine is located in the front of the vehicle)
and of belts on the engines of pusher-type
transit buses (in which the engine is located at
the rear, of the vehicle). The belts on the
engines of ,midship-engine buses (in which the
engine is located in the middle of the vehicle)
cannot be checked quite as easily. To inspect
the belts on a midship-engine bus, tlie' driver
must open both side doors of the engine
compartment. On some forward-control
coaches and Type 2 buses, ,inspection of the
belts and hoses requires removal of the cover
(or covers) of the 'engine compartment.

Belts should be checked for the following
defects:

Broken- belts
b. MiSsingbelts_,where two belts are re-

quired on one pulley
c. Frayed or separated belts
d. A belt that has turned over on its

pulley
e. Oil-soaked belts and pulleys

Most bus engines are so constructed that
the radiator hoses can be checked at the time
the belts are examined. On rnidship-engine
buses, not all the hoses are readily visible.
Wherever the hoses are in plain View, they can
be inspected. Hoses that the driver cannot' see
to inspect must be checked by a mechanic
during each regular preventive maintenance
service.

Radiator hoses should be checked for the
following detects:

a. Leakage
b. Cracks or signs of cracks developing
c. Loose clamps



-d. Signs.that a hose is
against another part

e. Oil-soaked hoses

rubbing or scraping

-1 Starting the engine. BeforAttempting to start
the, bus, the driver must ensure that the parking
brake is set and that the transmission is i

neutral (or in NEUTRAL ol PARK if the bus
has- an automatic transmission).. Then. the
engine should be started. On a vehicle equipped
.with a- manual transmission, the clutch pedal,.
should be-held down while the engine is being
started., With the 'chiral pedal depressed, the
engine is 'disconnected =from the transmission,
and .therefore the battery and starting motor
will not have the addfd burden, of turning the
transmission gears. Also, depressing the clutch
pedal- during starting adds the safety' factor of
not starting the engine while it is in gear. If the
vehicle has an automatic transmission, safety
switches are provided that should prevent
engine starting while the transmission is in gear.

The oil-pressure gauge should be checked
immediately after the engine is started. The
gauge should show pressure within a few
seconds.. On vehicles equipped with a low
oil-pressure indicator light, the light should
come on when the ignition switch is turned on
and should to out within a few seconds after
the engine is started. In the case of any

-egularity with the oil-pressure gauge or low-
pressure indicator light, the engine should be
stopped immediately and not restarted until a
mechanic has determine that the system is indetermine

working order.
If a- vehicle has a hand throttle, the throttle

should be set to maintain engine speed between
800-and 1,000 revolutions per minute (rpm). A
cold engine should never be warined up at
more than 1,000 rpm.

Ammeter and poltnrieter. The ammeter on
vehicles equipped with ammeters should show
a positive charge after the engine has been
started. Daring the warmup period, the throttle
should be set So that the ammeter shows a
positive reading (or at leatt not a negative
reading).

On vehicles equipped with a voltmeter, the
Voltmeter should read within the range recom-
Mended by the vehicle manufacturer.

5. Air and vacuum giuzges: Vehicles equipped with
air brakes have air-pressure gauges. These 1

gauges should begin to show an increase in air
/pressure immediately after the engine is

start-ed.--:. Vehicles equipped with hydraulic
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brakes and a vacuum booster have vacuum
gauges, which should show vacuum_ buildup
immediately after the engine is started.

6. Fuel gauge. The fuel gauge should indicate the
level of fuel in the fuel tank or tanks.

7. Driver's seat and seat belt. Most drivers' seats-
can be adjusted- upward, downward, forward,
and backward. Some have backrest adjustments
and seat-cushion. adjustments. The various
adjustments may be accomplished manually,or
by means of air pressure, depending- on the
type of seat. At least- once each week, the
driver or mechanic should adjust all parts of
the seat in all possible positions to ensure that
the seat mechanism is in correct working order.

Each driver's seat must be equipped with,a
seat belt, and the seat belt must be adjustable.
The seat belt should be checked carefully for
cuts and fraying. -

8. Horns. The horns must be checked for Correct
sound level. Regardless of type (air or electric),
horns mast be audible at a distance of at least
200 feet in all directions from the vehicle.

9. Entrance door, steps, and emergency release.
The entrance ddor must be checked for proper
operation and for the presence and proper
condition of seals and gaskets around the door.
The door inspection must include a Check of
the condition and operation of and lights and
buzzers that are designed to function in con-
nection with the door.

Steps must be free from loose materials and
defects that could cause persons to trip, slip, or
fall. All lights used to illuminate step areas
must be in correct working order.

The emergency release on the entrance
door must be examined for correct operation.
The instructions for operating the emergency
release must be posted and readable.

0. Modesty panels and handrails_ Modesty panels
and handrails must be securely fastened and
free of cracks.

I. Interior lights and step-well lights. All interior
lights ,ancT step-well lights must be in good
working order. Lenses must be correctly
installed and free of cracks.

2_ Heaters, defrosters, and fans. The heaters,
defrosters, and fans must be checked for
correct operation. All heat =ducts and all fans
and blade guards must be examined to ensure
that they are securely fastened.
Windshield. The windshield must be checked
for cracks, Flaps, and discoloration that could
interfere with the driver's vision. The wind-
shield of a bus must be kept clean.



14. Windshield wipers. The windshield, wiper
motors (which ,may be vacuum, electric,

on.driven) 'must be checked for correct operation.
The- wiper .blades must, be. cheeped to ensure
that they are in good condition,

. Mirrors. Al] mirrors must be clean and free of
crackS and discolbration. All outside and real-
view mirrors must be adjusted so that the
driver can see at least 200 feet to the rear of
the vehicle. (See item 58, Crossover mirror.),

16,Fire-extingidsher. The fire extinguisher must be
securely held, in its bracket. It also must be
installed in a manner that- allows for. easy
removal; if the fire extinguisher is located
where it is not readily visible (in a Compart-
ment, ror example), a sign indicating the
location of the extinguisher must be posted
where it is clearly visible. Buses designated, as
wheelchair buses must have not less than two
fire extinguishers. A service card showing the
last date of service and the name of the person
who performed the service must be attached to
the fire extinguisher, and tee seal on the
extinguisher must be unbroken when the extin-
guisher is in service. The reading on the
pressure guage should indicate that the extin-
guisher is fully charged. Also, an extinguisher
of the dry-chemical type should be removed
frorn its bracket once a week and shaken for
several seconds to prevent the powder from
compacting,-

17. Warning devices, Each school bus, and school
pupil activity, bus is required to have on board
at least three reflector-type warning devices.
These devices must be in good working condi-
tion, and they must be stored in a separate
compartment or box that is securely fastened
to the vehicle.

1'8. First -aid kit. The first-aid kirmust be checked
to ensure that it is the right size for the vehicle.
The kit should be opened and its contents
inspected to ensure that it contains the re-
ctuired number of units. The first-aid kit must
be secured in a designated spot, and it must he

easy to remove. If the kit is located out of
sight, a legible sign indicating its location must
be posted in clear view.

19. Passenger seats. Each passenger seat must he
inspected to ensure that the seat frame is

securely fastened to the floor and at all other
required points. Seat frames must he free of
-cracks or breaks and must not he bent. Seat

backs and cushions ..erust he co ered with
padding and must be free of cuts. he padding
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material must be securely fast _led to the
cushions, Seat -rail padding, if pd ding is used,
should be free of cut§ and should be securely:.
fastened tothe seat backs.

20. Floor covering. The floor covering must be
inspected for spots 'where it has been r.worm
down to the underlying metal or wood and also
for separations' between the covering and the
floor.. Floors shall be kept clean. -
Windows. All operable windows must be
checked to make ;sure they open and close
easily. The. window. latches must be checked
for proper operation and secure attachment to
the, window frame. All window glass must be
inspected for cleanliness, discoloration, and
cracks-,
Dnergency exit doors and windows. Emer-
gency exit doors and windows must be clearly

.
marked, and instructions for opening doors el-
windows must be provided at or near each such
emergency exit. All emergency exit doors and
windows must be checked for correct oper-
ation by fully opening and clOsing them. Also,
the condition of all gaskets around:these doors
and windows must be determined. .

23. Emergency exit door warning devices. Every
emergency exit door is equipped to actuate a '
light and a buzzer or other audit* warning
device when the door is open. All he warning
devices must be checked to ensu that they
are in correct working order, t,,

24. Temperature gauge and throttle setting. If the
vehicle has a temperature gauge, the engine
temperature must be checked at this point in
the procedut'e to ensure that it is within the
range specified by the vehicle manufa'__

As an engine warms Aip, engine speed will
increase without a change in throttle setting.
Therefore, the setting of the hand throttle
should be rechecked frequently to maintain ait
enOne speed between 800 and 1,000 rpm
(suggested engine -speed rangee for -,warm-up;
however, recommendations of vehicle thanu-
facturers may vary).

25. Lights, switches, and indicators. To check
lights, all outside lights must be turned on. The
headlights must be set on high beam and the
directional signals set to signal for a left turn.
The headlight high-beam indicator should be
lit, and the left-turn directional signal indicator
should be blinking

The bus driver should go outside the bus to
perform the series of cheelcS in item 2f6
through 58. The driver should start at the front

_1u



and proceed systematically in a
around the bus.

.26. Front top identification lamps. If the vehicle is
equipped With front top identification lamps,
these lights should be checked por co4'rect
working order and condition. The lerlies must
be bright amber, and they must not tie faded.
The lenses of all lights On the bus must be-kept
clean to maintain the required light outpiit.

27. Front red crossover lights. On vehicles so
equipped,, t4g front red crossover lights.should
be checked for correct working order (with
right and left lights flasliing tilternately 6b to
120 times per minute). The lenses of the front
crossover lights must -be bright red and diiis't
haile no discoloration. If the crossover lights
have shading hoods, the hoods must be se-
curely fastened and must be positioned so that'
they do not interfere with the lights.

28. Front school bus sign. A front clioolgbus sign
shall be clean, free of discoloratilon, and easy to,
read'. If the sign is bolted to, the Nichicle it.niust
be securely fastened.

29. Headlights (high beam). The high beams of
both headlights must be burning with normal
intensity and must have no discoloration. Also,
the lenses must be clean. ` --.\,

30. Fog lamps. Fog lamps on vehicles so equipped
must be in good working order.

31. Left front turn signal light. The left front turn
signal light should be checked for correct
working order and condition. The light must
flash from 60 to, 120 times per minute, and it
must be visible from a distance of at least 500
feet to the front of the vehicle. The turn signal
lens must be clean, and it must not be cracked
or discolored. If the vehicle is equipped with
directional indicator arrows, the arrows must
be legible.

32. Left mirror.secureme The let side
and its mounting brackets must 1), checked to
-ensure that the mirror is securel fastened - to
the body of the vehicle.

33.Left front clearance light The left fron
clearance light must be checked for correct
working order and mounting, The Dens must b'e
amber in color, and it 'must be clan, free of
cracks, and free of discoloration.

34. Left side supplemental turn signal light. If the
vehicle is equipped with a supplementary side-
mounted turn signal light, the left Side turn
signal light must he checked to ensure \that it is
working correctly and is in good condition.
The lens must be amber in color, and It must
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be clean, free of cracks, and Dee of discolora-
tion. The light must flash from 60 to 120 times
per minute.

35. Left front tires wheel, and lug nuts. .The tire
must be checked for proper inflation, as
recommended by the.tire- manufacturer. Re-
capped tires shall not be' used on the front
wheels. Tread depth must not be leSs than
of an inch at any time.. In checking the tir6s for
defects, the person, doing the inspection should
be alert for cuts, bruises, and sidewall separa-
tions. Tires Must have no cuts that are more
than 1 inch long in 'any direction and deep
enough to reach the body cord's.

The wheel must be free of cracks, and all
lug nuts must be in place and must be tight.

36. Left slide body panels and reflectors. All body
panels shall be securely fastened to the body
frame. Door panels shall be securely fastened
to the body frame or to the hinges, and all
door panels must have a positive locking device
to prevent accidental opening. if the vehicle is
required to have side reflectors,'the reflectors
must be properly maintained, including keep-
ing the reflectors clean.

3T Left center side marker light. The left center
side marker light must, be died:RI to ensure
that it is in correct working order and that the
lens is not cracked or discalmed. The light lens
must be amber in color.

38_ Left side emergency door or exir-The left side
emergency door or exit must be checked by
fully opening and closing it from the outside.
The hinges and locking device must work
Freely, and the emergency door or exit must be
clearly labeled.

39. Left rear fires% wheels, lug rttrts, and axle
flange. The left rear tire or tires must be
checked for correct inflation pressure as recom-
mended by the tire manufacturer. Tires Must
have no cuts that are more than I inch long in
any direction and that are deep enough to
reach the body cords_ The person doing the
inspection must be alert to cuts, bruises, and
separations on tires. All tires must have not less
than. 2A2 of an inch tread depth at any time.
Recapped tires may be used on_the rear wheels
only.

It dual tires are used, the tires must be
matched so that they both will make level'
contact with the roadway at all times_

All tires and wheels on the hus must be the
same size. Whgels must- he checked to ensure
that no cracks exist, and all lug nuts must be
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checked to ensure tl t they are correctly
installed and tight.

The axle flange must be checked to ensure
that all axle studs or cap screws are in place
and that the axle gasket is not leaking oil or
gYeaSe. s,

40. Left rear clearance light. The left,rear clearance
light must be checked for correct working
order and mounting. The lens must be bright
red, arid. RIit must be clean, free of cracks, F

free from discobandion.
4 . Rear top identification lamps. If the vehicle is

equipped with rear top identification lamps,
these lamps should be checked for correct
.working order and condition. The lenses rritaSt

becbright r and they _must not be faded. The
lenses of al lights on the bus must be kept
clean to maintain normal light output.

42 Rear red crossover lights. On 5{ehicles so
equipped, the rearred crossover lights should

checked for correct working order (with
right and left lights flashing alternately 60 to
120' times per minute): the lenses Of the rear
prossover lights must be bright red and have no
discoloration. If the' crossover lights have
'shading hoods, the hoods must be securely
fastened -nd must be positioned so that they
do not interfere with the lights.

43. Red- school bus sign. A rear school bus sign
shall be clean, free of discoloration, and easy to
read. If the sign is attached to the /ellicl
must be securely fastened.

44. Rear emergency dour or exit. The emergency
door or exit must be checked from the outside
by fully opening and closing it., The bus driver
or mechanic must make certain that thehinges
and locking device:Work freely and that the
emergency exit or dooris clearly labeled.

45. Left rear turn signal lid; /rt. The left rear turn
_signal light must be checked for correct work-
ing order and condition. The lens must be

'clean, and it must be free of cracks and
discoloration. The light must flash from 60 to
120 times per minute, and it must be visible
from a distance of at least 500 feet to the rear
of the vehicle. If the bus was m ufactured
after July .1, 1970, the lenses in the -a turn
signal lights must be amber.

If the vehicle is equipped with directional
indicator arrows, the arrows must be legible.

46. St p lights. The stop lights must be checked to
en ure that they are in correct working order.
Various mechanical methods inlay be used to
assist in performing this check, such as a brake
pedal block. The lenses must be clean-= f

cracks, aryi free of discoloration. Stop I ghts
must be visible from a distance of at least 500e)
feet to the rei- of the vehicle.

47, Taillights an ! license-plate light. The taillights /
must be checked to ensure that the re clean,
free of cracks, free of discoloration, and- in
correct won ing order. Taillight lenses must be
red. Tailligh on vehicles manufactured before
January. 1, 1169, must be plainly visible from
all distances within' 500 feet to the rear of the
tehicle. Taillights on vehicles manufactured' on

after January 1, 1969, husk be plainly
visible from all diStances within IN feet to
the rear of the vehicle.

If the taillight is mounted directly ver the
license plate, the light shall serve to illy
the
lice
least
tailli
hem

plate with a white light, so that the
plate is legible from a distance of at

0 feet to the rear of tile vehicle. If the
is not designed 'to illumiriate , the

e plate, the: .vehicle must be,.equippecl
with separate light to serve that purpose: The
license-plate "tight must be checked for c!orrect
working order.

4S. Rear reflectors. The rear reflectors be
flecked (1.1 ensure that they are c ly

mounted and clean. They 'rnust be red in color,
and they must have no discoloration.

49. -Stop Wien Red Lights Flash" :sign. -Tie 'Stop
When Red Lights .Flash" sign must be clean,
legible, and not discolored.

50. Right .rear clearance light. The right rear
clearance light rriust be checked for corn
working order and .mounting. The lens must be
red in color, and, it -must be clean, free of
cracks, and free of discoloration.

51. Right rear tires, wheels. lug nuts, and axle
flange. The right rear tire or tires 'Must be
checked 1 correct ii
mended by the tire
have no coy.- at are
any direclion and tha

';: reach the body cordS.
/ must be alert for cuts, brljises, and separations.

All tires must have not less than 2/12 inc tread
depth at any time. Recapped tires may be used
on the rear w els only. If dual tires are used,
the tires must be matched to ensure that
both make level contact with the roadway at
all times. v

All tires and wheels used on the bus must
be the same ,size. Wheels must, be checked to
ensure that they are not cracked.

. All the lug nuts must be cheCked to ensure
that they are correctly installed and tight.

1

n pressure as recom-
acturer.. Tires must

han I inch long in
deep enough to

driver or mechanic



The axle flange must- be checked to ensure
that all the axle _studs or cap screws are in place
and that the axle At siZet is not leaking oil or
grease.

1

52. Right side em ergenCy door or exit. The right
side emergency door or exit must be checked.
by --fully opening and closing it from the

. outside. The door hinges and locking device
must be eps,..eltvd to ensure that they. work
freely Arid that the emergency door, or exit is
clearly labeled.

53. Right side body kanelPind reflectors. All body
panel's shall be securely fastened to the body
frame. Door panels shall be securely fastened
to the body frame or ,to the hinges. All door
panels n-rust have a positive locking device to
prevent nccidental opening.

- If the, yehide is required to have side
refleaors, the reflectors must be correctly
maintained, and correct maintenance includes
keeping the reflectors clean.

54:Right center side inarrer light. The right_ceA-
'sidesioe_ marker light must be .checked to ensure
that it is -iii' correct working order and that the

is not cracked nor discolored. l'he.e light
__ st be amber in color.

55 Right front tire, -wheel, lug nuts. The Ur
be checked fOr correct inflation as recom-
mended by the ire manufacturer. No recapped
tires shall be use'_ on the front wheels. Tire
tread depth must not be less than 2/32, inch at
any time. In checking the tires for defects, the
'driver or rnech' nic must be, alert for cuts,
brit-14s, and sid.wall separations. Tires must
have rro cuts th't are more than 1 inch long in
any direction and deep enough to reach the
body cords. .

The wheel must be free of cracks, and all
the lug nuts must be in place and tight.
,,' '56. fyght front clearance light. The right front

clearance light mast be checked for ,correct
working order and mounting. The lens inust be
amber in color, and it must be free of cracks
and discoloration.

57. Right mirror securement. The right side-mirror
, and its mounting brackets must be chltilked to
ensure that the mirror is securely fastened to
the body of the vehicle.

56 Crossover azirror. The mirror ma/- be mounted
on either the right front or the left front p the
vehicle. The mirror must be inspected
cracks and discoloration and to ensure that i
securely attached to the vehicle. The crcssover
mirror must be clean, and it most be adjusted..

II .

so that the driver, when seated,can.see the are
directly in front of the vehicle.

After checking the crossover mirror, the
driver should reenter 'the bus and if necessary.
reset the hand throttle to maintain the ch
engine idle speed .(betweem 800 and 1,00
rpm). Then lie or she should. move the turn
signal control to the right, set the headlight diml
mer switch on low beam,' and remove 'ally.
mechanical aids used for the stop-light check.

59. Temperature gauge (recheck). The temperature
gauge should be recheclqd to ensure that the
engine temperattre is within the range speci-
fied by the vehicle manufacturer.

60. Indicator lights. Theheadlight high-beani indi-
cator should be off, and the right-turn signal
indicator should be flashing. The driver should
then go outside the' bus to check items 61
through 64.

61. Headlights (Iv) hewn). The low beams of both
headlights must be bailing with normal inten-
sity, and the headlight lenses must have no
diseloration.

62_ front turn signal. The right front direc-
- tional light must be checked for correct work-

ing order and condition. The light must flash
from 60 to. 120 times per minute, and it must
be visible from a distance carat least 500 feet to
the front of the vehiFle. The lens roust be
clean, and it must have no cracks or discolora-
tion. If the vehicle is equipped with directional
liendibclaet.or arrows, the arrows must be clearly

Right 'side supplemental turn signal. If the
vehicle is equippe- d with a supplemental turn
signal, it should be checked for correct workihg
order and condition. The lens must be amber in
color, and it must be clean and free of cracks
and discoloration. The light-must flash from 60
to 120 times per minute.

64. Right rear turn signal light. The right rear turn
signal light must be checked for coitrect work-
ing order. The lens must be clean, and it must
have) no cracks or discoloration. The light
must\ flash from 60 to 120 times per minute,
and it must be visible from adistance of at
least 500 feet to the rear of the vehicle. If the
vehicle is equipped with directional indicator
arrows, the arrows must be clearly legible.

The-driver should reenter the bus to check
the remaining item on the checklist.

65, /-11r-pres.sitre gauges. All air-pressure gauges
(,service-brake gauge or gauges and emergency-
tank gauge, if so, quipped) must be checked to



ens that air pressure has been built up to
maxim The gauge sho'uld be tapped occa-
sionally/while the pressure is being checked to
ensureilmetion or lag in the gauge mecha-
nism is not causing a false reading.

66. Governor cut-in and cut-out pressure. With the
engdne running, the service-brake foot treadle
should be 'pumped slowly' to reduce the air
pressure in the brake system. Pumping the
treadle should be continued until the air
governor cuts at which point the air
pressure will begin to build up. The -gauge
reading at the ciit-in point should be_noted and
again at the point when the air governor curs
out --(when maximum pressure, has been 4
reached)'. -The IOW cue-in pressure shall blot 15.e-
less lha0- 85 psi, aitid the high cut-out pressure
shall not be more than 136 psi.

In vehicles--that require additional 'air pros-
.. sure sYsterns (forLexampli.',

ride" systems), regulationstperMit the gOvernor
cut-out pressure to be 150 psi. ko-Wever, in
such vehicles the ail- pressure delivered
brakingsystem must not exceed 130 psi.

67. Static pressure To ',cheek the air-brake
system- for static 2ressure loss, the. driver or
mechanic must first allow the air pressure to
build up to the maximum. Then the engine
must be shut off. and the following test

,,performed, without the service brake being'
applied. However, the hand parking Mike or
the spring brake May be set during this test.
For not less than one minute, the air gauge or
gauges must be observed for loss of air pres-
sure, including the emergency-tank gauge if the
bus is so equipped. As:ty static pressure loss
must not exceed 2 psi-per minute. Operating a
vehicle that does not-meet this air pressure test
is a violation of Vehicle Code Section 26453
and Title 13, Section 12.15 (h) (1).

68. Pressure loss with brakes applied. To test for
air pressure loss with the service brakes applied,:
the air pressure should be allowed to build up
to maximum; then the engine should be shut
off and the spring brake released. Next, The
service-brake foot treadle should be depressed
and held in the fully applied positibn for one
minute. After the initial drop due to brake
application, the loss in air pressure as registered
on the gauge Must not exceed 3 psi per minute'.

. Operating a vehicle that does pot meet this
test is a violation of Vehicle Code Section 26453
and Title 13, Section 1215 (h) (2).

69. Low-pr ,sure'warning device. The low-pressure
warning device must be checked. the air
pressure must be reduced to 55 psi or slightly
*'ss by repeatedly depressing the service-brake
treadle. Then xthe. engine should be restarted,
The low-pressure warning device should signal
that the air pressure is too low.

Warning devices must be readily visible or
audible from the driver's seat. !A gaugeot light
albne does not satisfy the low-pressure
warning-device requirement for a school bus. A
school bus ),vith air or, vacuum power brakes
must include a buzzer or other audible warning
signal. Most school buses have both, a light and
a buzzer to warn of low air qressUre. In such-
vehicles, both warning devices must be checked
for correct working order.

If the vehicle is equipped with a mechanical
low-pressure warning device, which is required
on school buses manufactured prior to April 1,
1977, such device shall be in correct working
order.

70. Emergency stopping system. Before beginning
the cheek of the emergency stopping system:
the air pressure must be bbilt up to maximum.

ur
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The readings of the air pressure gauges for the
service-brake syVerri and the,emergency Stop-
ping system last be need if the tank is
equipped with a gauge (the "third tank"). Both
gauges should read the same. The engine should
be stopped and with test sequence (a) or (b)
cont- Wed, depending, on . the date of =nu-
( ure of the hus.

Buses Manufactured before. January 1,

1968:
First, the air pressure in the service-

brake system must`be reducgd by repedted
application of the service-brake treadle
until the spring brakes seat themselves: This
should occur when the air-pressure gauge
for the service-brake system has dropped-,to
45 psi or lower but to not less than 20
If the spring brakes do not set within
pressure range, the vehicle must not be
driven. "%

The person performing the check
should be able to. hear the spring brakes
seat themselves and at the same time see
the spring-brake control valve on the instru-
went panel seat itself. The air-pressure
gauge (if the system is equipped with
gauge) for the emergency stopping system
should still read the same as when tale test
was started. If this gauge shows a drop isi



pressure, the Check valve between the
e mergency stopping system and the
service brake system is defective, and it
Must be repaired; a mechanic should be
notified. .

Next, the springqirake control valve
should be pulled out and held as if to
release the spring brakes, and the erner-
seney stopping system, air-pressure gauge
should be observed. The gauge should not
indicate a drop in pressne. Now the
spring-brake control valv0 should be re-
leased: It should reSeat itself in the spring-
brake-applied position.

Finally, the spring brakes should be
released by pushing.in on the emergency
brake release valve and pulling out on the
spring-brake control valve. The emergency
stopping system air-pressure gauge should
now indicate a drop in pressure. 05

''. b: Buses manufactured- after January .1, 1968:
Modulated emergency brake systems

are found on buses nianufactured on or
after January 1, 1968. On buses with these
modulated emergency brake systems, the.
emergency brakes can be applied, released,
and reappiied by th0 driver by means of a
modulating hand control. Some syStems of
this type have spring-applied actuators
(spring brakes). Others have air-applie
actuators: Hovvever,IT9e checkout proce-,*

re is essentially t e same, regardless of
the type of actuator used.

With air pressure at maximum and
engine stopped, the air pressure should be
'educed by repeated application -of the
brake treadle until the service-brake
pressure gauge Indicates between 40 and 20
psi,- If the schpol bus is equipped with an
emergency tank, the gauge should still
indicate maximum air pressure!.

In vehicles with the modulated type of
emergency stopping system, the emergency

''brakes will not autorhatically apply them
selves. Therefore,_ usireg the modulating
hand-control valve, the driver should apply
,a_nd release the emergency brakes at least

. once and observe the reading of the
emergency-tank air-pressure gauge, if the
School bus is so equipped. Most emergency
stopping systems have -sufficient reserve
capacity for several applications and re-
leases. If the modulated emergency stop-
ping system is the spring-brake type, the

emergency-tank gauge should show a drop
when the spring bralces are t.e,leased. if the
modulated emergency stopping system, is
the air-applied type (also called a double-
diaphragm system), the emergency-tank,
gauge (if the school, bus is -so equipped)
should show a pressure loss when the
brakes are applied.

71. Air-brake adjustment The only direct way to
determine whether,an air-brake system requires
adjustment is to measure slack-adjuster travel.
This is -not a practical test for the driver to
perform, but it should be performed every 30
days'or 2-,000 miles by maintenance personnel.
However, the driver can obtain an indication of
the need for air-brake adjustment by testing
the brakes for their stopping ability,.

A Type I bus, at -?rlY time and -under all
conditions of pupil loading, shall perform as
follows when tested froni a speed of 20 miles
per hour:

a. Manufacturer's gross vehicle w
of 10,000 pounds and under: nia
stopping distance- is 25 feet.
Manufacturer's gross vehicle weight ra
of more than 10,000 pounds: maxi -num
stopping distance is 35 feet.

If the \ chicle pulls to the right or to the
left duri the stopping-distance test, this
could indicale that the brake on one or the
other of the front wheels is out of 2djustniellt.
This test C`7 a mechanic's check of ..slack -
'adjuster travel slapuld be condtited atleast
every 30 days or 2,000 miles.

caution: Extreme care must be takep when
brakes are being road tested for Istoeiping
distance. A location should e chosen that will
be free from interferers: by other traffic
during the test. Ideally, s-ch tests shoCild be
conducted in a controllee area, not on a
highway, and without sliding the wheels.

72. Parking-brake ,,est. The parking brake should
be tested with the engine running at fast idle.
The parking brake should be set 'and the test
conducted as follows:

If the vehicle has a standard transit- is
the transmission should be placed second
gsr.,:lhen the clutch should be let part way out
so' to to put a slight strain on the parking brake.
If the parking brake is functioning; correctly, it.
should prevent the vehicle from moving.

If the' vehicle has an automatic trans-
mission, the selector should be set in 'drive"
position;then enough throttle applied to place
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a slight. strain on the parking brake. The
parking, ibrake should prevent the vehicle from

-moving.
Regardless of,lthe type of transmission the

vehicle has, the test of the parking brake
should be kept brig to avoid` damaging the
brake, trarismission, or other components of

Jhe vehicle. The parking brake must be capable
of holding the vehicle stationary on any grade
on which the vehicle is- ,operated, tinder all
conditions of loading, and on a surface that is
free of snow, ice, pr loose material.

73. A fitilock systenz checkout. IF the vehicle is

equipped with the antilock system, the anti-
lock failure-warning signal lamp must be visible
to. the driver. If the antilock system has an
aliclibloarni-pg device, the device must o er-

, ate :jibe at least 10 seconds while the vis = I

signal is on. The warning device may indicatt, a
total or-a-partial failure of tho antilOul system

The following test is for testing the eke-
trical contp6rients of the. antilock system only:
The ignition swittile should be turned on and
the antilock 'failure-warning signal obse rved.° If

grial L.rmp conies on for a few seconds an
go-6, -6f1 and remains -off, the- antilock

em is working correctly. If the lamp stays
on 01- comes on and then goes off for about a
second and; -again comes on and stays on for
more than a minute, this is evidence of an
electrical failure in one or of the axle
rItilnek devices.

cry vehicle equipped with the antilock
rt6r, a placard gives step-by-step,instructions

checl out- of the system and tells what to do
n electrical failure should occur while the

vehicle -is being operated.
74 flit -axle protection test. Most vehicles

equipped with the antilock system are also
equipped with a split-axle protection system.
Briefly, this means that the air-brake system
has, a separate air tank -for brakes on each of
the vehicle axles. If a brake failure or a large air
loss occurs on one axle, the brakes on the
remaining axle or axles will still work correctly
With an adequate supply of compressed air.

An air-brake system equipped with split-
axle protection is checked out in the same way
as any other air-brake system, except that two
service-brake air-pressure gauges are used (or
oric gauge is used with two different-colored
needles, usually red and green). Both gauges or
needles should show the sarne drop or the same
rise in .air pressure during checkout of the
system, If one gauge or needle shows a greater

drop than the other and the air brat's . are
'known to be in correct adjustment, an air leak
i'', indicated and must be corrected.

75. Vactiutn over hydraulic brake system. If the
vehicle is equipped with a vacuum over hydrau-
lic brake system, the brakes should be checked
as f6llows:
a. The engine should be started and operated

at idle speed until the vacuum gauge §Ilows
at least 15 inches of mercury. The engine
should be shut off and the gauge observed_
for any indication of a drop in vacuum.
Any drop should not exceed 3 inches of
mercury per minute/. .

b. The vacuum reserve should be decreased to
6 inches of mercury, as indicated on the
vacuum gauge; by repeatedly applying the
brake pedal. The ignition switch should be
turned on, the low vacuum warning device
shOuld be operating. The engine should be
restarted; the warning device should shut
off before" the _vacuum level exceeds 10
inches of mercury. The vacuum should be
allowed to increase to the maximum; then
Ole engine should be shut off.
The brakes should be applied and held,
while the gauge is observed for 'any indica-
tion of loss' of vacuum. The maximum
acceptable Ids is 3 inches of mercury per
minute.

0. With the engine still off, the brake should
be applied died released several times to
deplete the 'vacuum reserve. Then, the
brake pedal should be depressed with
moderate force" until it stops. The pedal
should be held in that position and the

gine started. If the pedal tends to fall
away under foot pressure, the vacuum
assist is working correctly.
The engine should be shut off and the
brakes applied and released several times to
deplete the vacuum reserve. Then, the
brake pedal should _be depressed and the
distance it travels before the brake pedal
becomes hard to, depress should be noted.
This should occur at a point about halfway
between the fully released 'position of the
pedal and the floor. If the pedal travels
more than 60 percent of the distance from
the fully released position to the floor, the
brake adjustment should be reeked.
With the engine still off, a rst for fluid
leaks in the system should be eocducted by
holding the brake pedal down ha _d for one
minute. Any further downwar vement .



of the.- pedal; after . hrake -has- been'
. .applied indicates internal ..or external

leak in the hydraulicsysterm
The engine should 1p-resiarted, the 'brakes
reJ e-used,.. knd, the'-veln:cle slawky moved
forward and backward ajew feet to test fOr
brake-shoe drag: Dragging brake. shoes may
make a squealing or rubbing noi.se,br the
vehicle may be difficult to rove.

76. Ca orrtia Highway Patrol (cup,' Vehicle In-
n Approval Certificate. The California
ay Patrol (CI -IP) inspection cafd must he

ins Iled, as required, after it has been properlyvst=
. signed.by an inspector' within the previous d3

months.
77. Radios and loudspeakers_ if a vehicle is

equipped with a two-way radio and) or.public-
address loudspeakers, these items should be
checked for correct working order. Two-way
radios should be 'tested in accordance with
local testing procedures.

78. Brake test. It is recommended that the-driver
of a school bus or school pupil activity bus
conduct a test of the braking system by malting
two complete stops before permitting students

to board the bus for purpose being
transported.

Every vehicle equipped with air brakes
must, also, jilvp an- etnergency. ,tOpping sytem
capable of °topping the vehicle "vvithia, the
following distanees from a speed of .20'Iniles -
per hour: -
a.,Single vehicle :within 00 feet
b. Sing vehicle' with 'three or ano

within I 20 feet

,importance of the Daily and Weekly Inspections-
-

The daily and weekly inspedlons by the driver
are the most important parts of a safe, operation.
The driver is the . first

a
person '._to recognize.

problem when one develops, -and the driver's
written report enables the mechanic -to ideritify
and correct the problem. The driver-is thus the key,
to., this part of the $.hoof bus driyef training
program, and he or she should -thetefore be well
trained. As was noted earlier in this chapter, the .,

suggested daily checklist wasc;ileyeloped as a driver-
training tool. The safety of all passengers depends.
on the inspections heinOone correctly_
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rogram
r_ A- written schedule should be maintained.

This schedule may be a service'control chart
or board on which each vehicle is listed and
identified, 'along- with each type of service and
when-due. A positive method should be used
'to, show when the next service is'due either on
a control Chart or a control board. (See the
sample preventiye maintenance control chart,
Fig.

2. A. complete list should be developed of checks
and service operations to be performed, in-
chiding a,positive means of indicating that
each iterri,=has been performed. The use of
ehecklis-ts'iike the ones shown in this chapter
is recommended.

3. A sticker or other reminder of "NEXT
'SERVICE DUE:" by mileage or date, should
be pla'Ced within each vehicle in view of the
driver. (See Fig. 111-2.)

4. A systematic inspection and maintenance
record should be maintained for each bus.

A. Suggested Preventive Maintenance Program

The suggested preventive maintenance program
in this chapter is based on the "alphabet"-concept,
in which each item that requires periodic inspec-
tion and service on a vehicle is listed on an "A,"
"B," "C," or "9" preventive maintenance check=
list. The category of an item depends upon how
often the item is to be checked. Sample "A,- "B,"
"C," and "13" checklists are presented in this
chapter. (See Figs. 111-3 through 111-6.) To establish
an "alphabet" preventive maintenance system, the
operator should develop checklist forms- similar to
those samples referred to. These checklist forms
should indicate item by item and in correct order
what is to be' done by the Service personnel. The
sample checklists are suggested forms. They may
require modification and expansion to fit specific
situations arid vehicles. The person performing the
service should check off each item in the checklist
as the item is accomplished; then he Or she should
sign and date the checklist; and finally he or she
should place it in a folder or binder that has been
set up for that vehicle. The completed checklists
then provide a preventive maintenance- record for
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usiioria 106 Division for service

NAPA. VALLEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

Fig. Sample "Next Service Due sticker

the vehicle. Another method is to use the checklist
as a guide; and when the service on a vehicle is
completed, the -person performing the service
should enter the date, mileage, 'type of service
performed, and his or her name on a card
maintained for that vehicle in a card-file system.

The "A" Service Check

The "A" service check contains the smallest
number of, items and is performed at the most
frequent intervals. Each item on the checklist
should be listed in the order in which the service
on the item would 'normally be performed. Com-
pleting the checks in order will give the ,,mechanic
the most efficient course to follow in performing
the checks, and it will-also ensure that no item is
overlooked.

The "B" Service Check

The "B" service check is performed at somewhat
longer intervals than the "A" service che,cV It
normally includes all of the items in the "A"
service check, in addition to such items as oil and
filter changes,

The "C" Service Check

The "C" service check includes all of the items
in the "A" and "B" service checks, plus items that
would normally be inspected or serviced only every
six months (usually at the middle of the school
year), or at the mileage interval recommended by

the equipment manufacturer.

The Service Check

The "D" check includes all of the A," "B," and
"C" checks, plus additional *s that Would
normally be inspected or serviced only once a year

19

(usually during the summer months).or at- high
mileage, as recommended by the equipment manu-
facturer.

"Next Service Due" Sticker

So that the driver of a vehicle will know when
the next scheduled Service is due, some means
should be employed for recording and displaying
service information within the vehicle. The sim-
plest method is to apply a service sticker in a
conspicuous place in the driver's compartment.

,.(See Fig. 111-2.)
,.When the vehicle receives an "A" service, the

person performing the service indicates on the
ticker the mileage at which the next se ice is due.

When the mileage on the vehicle t matches
the mileage on the sticker, the driver fills' out a
Vdhicle Condition Report arid submits it. This
procedure is - especially helpful fir ensuring that
scheduled 'service is being reported and carried out.

Preventive Maintenance Control Chart

A control chart like the one shown in this
chapter will indicate to the maintenance personnel
which buses are due for service and how often each
bus is to have each type of service. (See Fig. II131.)
The mileages across the top-of the sample chart are
set up in 500-mile increments. These are mileage
intervals, not actual speedometer readings. The
vehicle identification numbers are listed down the
left side of the chart. Such a chart is often made in'
the form of a control board that may be located in

the maintenance shop or the lube room. Colored
pins or pegs can be used to indicate on the board
when each type of service is due for each vehicle.
For example, a red pin could indicate an "A"
service check, green "B," yellow "C," and so forth.
Many other methods can be used.

One of the major values of a control chart like
this is that it simplifies any needed rescheduling of
service operations. If a vehicle has been placed on a
certain preventive-maintenance schedule and the
service intervals are found to be too long for the
vehicle, the colored pins cartsimply be . moved
back. The service intervals for one or two vehicles
or for the entire fleet can easily be rescheduled this
way on the chart.

The service personnel must be kept informed
about which vehicle is coming in for service and
when, and this is accomplished not only by the
control chart but also by the "Next Service Due"
notation that is marked in the vehicle. The driver
should note in the weekly condition report the
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Checked'
X = Serviced

-PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE RECORD
'A: CHECK

Service Check

1-. Check tires:
III a. Air pressure

b. Objects in tread
c: Tread wear

Vehicle No
License No.
Mileage-

d. Lilt nuts
e. Dual match

2. Check steerin,lboxI
1.1

Dry type-clean and inspect with light
b. Wet type-clean an_ d fill with oil

MI 4. Clean engine br hers.
III 5. Check air compressor:

aaa

Satay Check

I. Check brake adjustment all wheels).II 2. Check belts ¶tight, not split o-r frayed):
3. heck tie-roi ends and drag 'nk no looseness
4. Check power-steering pump, hoses, lines, and cylin-

ders for leaks.
S. Check air hoses (not worn or cracked).
6. Check exhaust system for leaks.and reservoirs:

s. Oil level
Mountin: bracket no looseness
Power-

Service air
reservoir uid level

II 7. Check leaf springs or coil springs (not broken or
loose).

8. CheI ock absorbers
sal joints (no looseness
haft guard securemen

rrors and windows-.

or leaking

a. Filter if so equipped
Oil level
Mountin bracket no looseness

er level
b. Terminals no corrosio_

111 c. Prope_rsecurernen
7. Check radiator (coolant
8. Check shutter operatiompg
9. Check brake master cylinder
0. Check hydraulic clutch:

Fluid leve

evel and leaks

Slave cylinder for leaks
11. Check windshield washer uid level and n

and check en ine oil.

14. Check differential oil level and leaks
15. Drain all air tanks in rotation:

a. Check o eration of all check valves
s niu-brake

Check split axle .rotection shut valve

Fig. 111 -3. Sample preventive

II b. Speedometer
24. Check all lights.

M 25. Check filters and drain plugs (no leaks).
26: Check 121 computer test light.

III27. Change "Next Service Due" sticker.

Date

aintenance record ("A" check)



checked
X a Serviced

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE RECORD
!13" CHECK

(Includes all oi"A" check)

Vehicle No ti

License No
Mileage

1. Perform complete "A" check.
2. Chan e enginejgrie aL______
3 Change.oil,filter(1).
4. Check fuel-filtersjpioper operation, no leaks).
5. Check coolant iilte (proper operation, no leaks)._
6. Check freez du_ no leaks
7. Check motor ounts (not loose, cra

broken ).

Check radiator pressure cap (proper .
9. Check oil par,. (all bolts tight, no leaks .
0. Check valve covers (all bolts tight, no leaks

Serviced by

Date =

Fig. 111-4. Sample preventive maintenance record ( S" check)

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE RECORD
"C" CHECK

(Includes all of "A" and "Ir checks)

1=-Checked
X -= Serviced

1, Perrforni complete "A" and "B" checks.
2. Check complete steering assembly for de
3. Check springs, shackles, and angers.
4 Check kingpins and bushings for wear.
5. Change coolant filter.
6, Check and change an re as needed.
7 Change fuel I

Drain water rom fuel tanks.
9 Check all seats and air_ nec.essa

19. Check driver's seat for_proper operation.
1 Lube en:ine shutdown s stem (if so e i Ul a ed

"Vehicle No.
License No.
Mileage

Serviced by

Date

Fig. l 11 6. Sample preventive maintenance record ("C" check)



PREVENTIVE. MAINTENANCE RECORD
"D" CHECK

(Includes all of "A,- "B,- and ''C' checks)

i= Checked'
=. Serviced

Perform corn
2. Steam clean.
3. Check wheel bearings; clean and repack if needed.
4. Check brake linings, drums, and working parts.
5. Remove and inspect brake chambers, springs

diaphragms, related parts.

and checksi-

6. Check wheel seals and gaskets.
7. Check wheel spindles for-cracks and other defects-.
8.. Inspect emergency-brake lining and mechanism.
9. Change transmission oil (or fluid if applicable).
0. Change differential oil.
1. Change steering-box oil.

12. Check starter and overhaul as needed
. Check generator/alternator a

15. Check cooling syst
16. Repair body damage and pain
.17. Check air-operated door controls and repair as

needed.

heaters,
em and re

18.. Check windows, rames, and latches.
19. Replace front door seals as needed:
20. Tighten all body and-chassis bolts and screws.
24. Check and lubricate speedometer and tathomete

cables.

Vehicle No.
License No.
Mileage

22. Check headlamp adjustment:
Check voltage regulator and charging rate.

24. Inspect wiring and connections.
25. Adjust valves and injectors.
26. Tighten cyli, der-head bolts.
27. Tig,hte lds; check for leaks.
28. NI-for as needed:

needed.

k

ission for smooth shifting and quiet
n .

Check differential for quiet operation,
2 Inspect differential pinion for play.a Inspect universal joints and flanges; t n bolts.
4. Check propeller-shaft center bearing.

35 Check radius rods; adjust as needed.
6. Check all wheels for trueness.

37- Check accuracy of pressure gages.
38.

9.
40

Serviced by

Date

Fig. ll l 6. Sample preventive maintenance reco d (D check)

mileage or date when the next service is due. Such
a double -check system is necessary to ensure that
the required service for the vehicle will not be
overlooked.

If all the vehicles are stored atlhe same location
where the normal service work is performed,
control of service operations is not too much of a
problem. Once every three or four days, the service.

personnel can check the odometer reading in each
vehicle against the "Next Service Due" sticker to
confirm the mileage at which a servicC' will be
corning due. If the vehicles are kept elsewhere, this
would be difficult.

The records required for controlling and evalua-
ting a preventive maintenance program will be
explained in the next chapter.



Chapter IV
Recordkeeping

Balk Records

A systematic method of recordkeeping is an
essential part of every preventive maintenance
program Recor s must e kept carefully to meet
legal requirements for ccountability and also to

t.- ct

evaluate the work being -performed. Records are
also ,,imaintained ,for,, purposes that do not
relate directly to the maintenance programcost
control, for example. A preventive-maintenance
record-keeping system should be tailored, to meet
the requirements of the individual transportation
system, but it should not be overly complex. Every
record should be justified by the use made of it.
No record should be kept that does-not contribute
directly to the safety'and efficient management of
the transportation system.

The- following basic types of records are neces-
sary for conducting a systematic preventive-
maintenance program:

1. Vehicle inventory list,
2. Daily pretrip inspection checklist

Bus
number

License
number

Chassis
make,

'3. Vehicle condition report
4. Weekly vehicle inspection .report form

: 5: Preventive maintenance schedule control
chart or control board

6. "A" service checklist-
.7. "B' service checklist
8. -g-'service checklist
9. "D!' service checklist

10. service sticker indicating "Next
Service Due"

1 1. Shop' repair work order
12. CopieS of all GIP inspection forms

Vehicle Inventory List

Every fleet Operator should maintain an up to
date vehicle inventory list. Such an equipment list
would normally include the following headings for
identifying each vehicle in the fleet: bus number,
make, model, year, student capacity, and license
number. The format of the list may be expanded
to include other items of information required by
the operator.- (See sample' vehicle inventory list,
Fig. IV-1.)

VEHICLE INVENTORY LIST

Body
make Model

Vehicle
year

Student
capacity. Other

Fig. IV-1. Sample vehicle inventory list

239 .



Daily Pretrip-Inspection Checklist

The California Athrunistrative Code requires that
each school bus or school pupil activity bus
(SPAB) shall be inspected by the driver daily,
before use, to ascertain that it is in safe condition,
that it is equipped as required by all provisions of
law, and that all equipinent is in good working
condition. To ensure that all drivers understand
how to ,complete the required daily vehicle inspec-
tions, a step -by -step checklist that covers every
item in the checkout procedure should be pre-_.
pared. A. multipurpose form may be developed to
fit all the buses in the fleet; Or -several different
forins may be Used, each-tailored to fit a specific
type of vehicle (for example, Type I, Type II, or
wheelchair Type) bus.

The daily bus inspection list is a sample multi-
purpose form. (See Fig. II-1.) Like all the other
forms in this manual, it may be in the- form
presented in this guide, or may be modified to fit
individual needs.

Vehicle Condition Report

If during a daily inspection, weekly inspection,
or at any other time a defect or malfunction_ is
discovered in the vehicle, the driver must prepare a
written report describing the problem in sufficient
detail that it can be further inspected by a
mechanic. The report must be filed even if the
driver is doubtful about the condition of a part or
system, A sample Vehicle Condition. Reportform
is included in Chapter II of this guide. (See Fig.
II-2.) After reviewing the Vehicle Condition Re-
port form and makitig the repairs needed to correct
the deficiencies, the mechanic should initial and
date the form td indicate that work has been
completed. The Vehicle Condition Report could be
made out in duplicate. One copy could be attached
to a shop work order or filed in a folder or binder
that is kept for the vehicle. The other copy could
be returned to the driver or left in the vehicle so
that the driver will know that the defects have
been corrected.

The purpose of. a Vehicle Condition Report
form is to establish a line of written communica-
tion between the driver and the person who is
responsible for maintaining the vehicle. All such
reports must be retained by the operator for at
least one month, and they must., be kept readily
available for inspection by the California\Highway
Patrol.

Weekly Vehicle Inspection Report Form

. The weekly vellicl inspection form is designed
to accomplish the fo _owing:

1. to provide a checklist for items to be
included during the inspection

2. To be used as a training guide for the persons
conducting the inspection

3. To be used by the California Highway Patrol
as an evaluation of the inspection being
performed
would be helpful when this form is designed

to list items in the correct inspection order so as to
save inspection time.

Preventive Maintehanee Schedule-
(Control Chart or Control Board)

Some Positive method of scheduling should be
used to ensure that preventive maintenance is being
performed at regular intervals on every vehicle in
the fleet. Use of a preventive maintenance schedule
sheet or control chart is recommended. (See fig.
III-I in this giiide.) The sample control chart in
Fig. III -1 has been set up on a mileage basis, but
running-time intervals or service-due dates may be
preferable for some operations. Some fleet oper-
ators use a preventive maintenance control board
to meet the scheduling requirement.

Without some type of monitoring like that
provided by a control chart or a control board, a
preventive maintenance system can easily deteri
orate to. the point where it no longer accomplishes
its purpose. Missed maintenance checks can drag a
system into "crisis" maintenance, which cannot
take the place of planned, programmed mainte-
nance.

A control chart, control board, or some other
positive means of scheduling the preventive mainte-
nance should be available for inspectn by
officials of the California Highway Patrol

"Alphabet" Checklists

Periodic preventive maintenance checks will be
performed with greater consistency and will take
less time if "alphabet" checklists like the samples
in Chapter III of this guide are used. The com-
pleted checklists for each vehicle should be kept in
a folder for that vehicle, where- they will become
part of ,the vehicle service record. The cheeklists
need not be filed if they are used only as a
preventive maintenance guide, as described in
Chapter III. However, some type_ of record must be
kept to show that the scheduled "A,"
and "D" checks have been made. A cardfile system
is oft-1 used for this purpose. A sample preventive
mainteeance control card is shown in this chapter.
(See. Fig. IV-2.) The completed, signed:and dated
checklistsor the equivalent information on a
control card, if the control card method is used



Mileage

Vehicle No
License No

Servic cib performe

A B C Date` y Next service due

Fig. IV-2. Sample preventive maintenance mntrol card

=must be kept on file and rriade available for the
inspection'of CHF officials.

"Next Service Due" Sticker

Maintaining an up-to-date "Next -Service Due"
sticker in a prominent.place in the driver's, corn-
par ent is.a suggested part of recordkeeping. The
me i._anic who performs The "alphabet" preventive
maintenance -ehecks normally .should change the
sticker notation 'Vol' completion the "A"-
check.

Shop Repair Work Order

Every operator is required to maintain complete-
and accurate records of all repair work performed
on eVery school 'bus or school pupil activity bus
,Subject to the operator's control. Whenever any-
repair work is performed on a bus, the mechanic
performing the work should complete a.shop repair
work order, which then: becOmes a part, of the
required repair history for the, vehicle. The work
order is normally a. multicopy form. (Sec Fig. 1V-3,
a sample work order.) The har4 copy is kept in a
binder or folder as a .permanent record for the
vehicle, The other copy or copies Would normally
be forwarded to the accounting -office.

Many other methods may be used to provide a
record of the, repair: work performed on a vehicle.
For example, some operators keep a separate
vehicle-repair -fog book for each school bus in the
fleet. Whatever method is used,- the record of
repairs made to a vehicle must include at least the
vehicle number, or other 'positive identification;
the date on which the repairs were made and by
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whom they were made; description of the work
performed; and an itemi_ d list of the parts used.

The written work order s intended to provide a
record of shop repairs made to the vehicle, it is
therefore usually considered apart from the records
normally kept for the preventive maintenance
program. However, a work order could be designed
to serve both Junctionsrepair and preventive
maintenance.

The shop repair records for each vehicle should
be kept for as long as the vehicle is in the
operator's control, and they must be available to
officials of the California Highway Patrol.

If service or repair for a vehicle is "farmed out,-
instead of being performed by the operator, the
operator should supply the vendor with all appro-
priate and necessary forms, such as service check-
lists and shop-repair work orders. The vendor doing
the work must complete the necessary forms and
return them to the operator, who must file and
retain them.

Califomifllighway Patrol (CRP) Inspection-Forms

When a vehicle is first put into service for
transporting school pupils, an initial bus-inspection
report (CHP form No; 294) must be completed by
a safety specialist of the Motor Carrier Division of
the California Highway Patrol. A copy of this
initial report should be filed in.aJacket or binder as
part of the permanent record for that vehicle. The
CHP motor carrier inspectors are required to make
at least an annual safety inspection on each bus
thereafter. A copy of each annual report (CUP
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form No. 343A) should also added to the
permanent file for the vehicle.

Acountability and Evaluatidn of Records

Good recordkeeping and retrieval of records are
just as important as the maintenance of the
physical plant. If a needed record is difficult to
find or if it cannot be found at all, the record-
keeping system has failed to perform its function.
The main function of a record-keeping system is to
provide for the efficient storage and retrieval of
required information. One good method of keeping
the required records is to make up an individual
folder or binder for each vehicle in the fleet and
then to file all records relative to that vehicle in an
oi-derly manner in that individual folder.

Officials of the California -Highway Patrol may
inspect and evaluate the required records at any
time during the year.

California Highway Patrol (CHP) Motor
Carrier Safety Operation Program

The main objective of the Motor Carrier Safety
Operation Program conducted by the California
Highway Patrol is to prevent accidents involving
buses and trucks because of mechanical defects
and excessive driving hours. In this effort, the
California High wayPatfal- laces emphasis on the'
following:

I. Adequacy of carrier maintenance programs
2. Vehicle equipment and condition
3. Compliance= with CHP regulations relating to

drivers' logs and hours of service
4. Maintenance of records and ,drivers' vehicle-

condition reports
5. Inspection of motor- carrier terminals
As a result 'of inspections by CHP motor-carnet

safety specialists, each carrier is given an A, B, C
rating as follows:

1. "A Carrier
An A-rated carrier is one who is in compliance
at the annual inspection in all areas and who
can be expected to maintain a high level of I
compliance until the next annual inspection.!

2. 173 Carrier
A B-rated carrier is one with minor defi-
ciencies but one whose overall compliance is
within reasonable bounds.

3. "C" Carrier
A C-rated carder is one who gives evidence of
widespread noncompliance with regulatory
requirements or disregard of regulatory
requireinents..

Although any single extremely serious
factor could warrant assignment of a "C"
rating, normally this rating would be reserved
for ca ers who give evidence of two or more
of the O owing:
a. Serious vehicle or equipment violations of a -

deliberate or long-standing nature
b. Numerous "Out-of-service" conditions
c. Vehicle maintenance records or drivers'

vehicle-condition reports not maintained
d Widespread equipment violations which by

their nature should have been detected and
corrected under an acceptable inspection
maintenance program

e. Serious lack of compliance with hazardous-
materials requirements

f. School Pupil Activity Bus.operators:
(1) Failure to use drivers' logs or time

records
(2) Failure to maintain current drivers'

logs or time records
(3) Failure to maintain on file for one year

drivers' logs or time records
(4) Excessive drivers' hours of service
(5) Falsified drivers' logs
(6) Many incorrectly prepared drivers' logs
(7.) Evidence of refusal or inability to

comply with requirements

Summary
RecOrdkeepirig is a very important part of any

maintenance program, and it serves many purposes
besides meeting the legal requirements for inspec-
tion and maintenance ,records. Some degree of
flexibility may be necessary in developing the
required record-keeping forms to meet
needs. 'The daily pretrip inspection list; the weekly
vehicle inspection report; the daily vehicle condi-
tion report; and the "A," "B," "e," and "D"
checklists should include, not orify the basic items,

also _special -equipment in pr on a vehicle.
is would include, for example, special lifts,

ramps, wheelchair stations, and wheelchair tie-
clownequipment.



ChapterV
Shop: Facilitjes,..EquipMeOt,-..and Perspan61

This chapter contains information and sugges-
tions regarding the facilities, eqtiipment, and per-
sonnel needed for shop maintenance and repair of
schdol buses. a school board or the contract
operator, depe_ ding on who owns the buses, must
decide whether to own and operate a maintenance
and repair flea' or whether to contract or let out
the work to a ommercial repair facility., Infor-
mation given here should help the bus owner or
operator to make the best decision. For those who
choose to set up and maintain their own shop,
information is also given on shop layout, basic
equipment needed, and the selection and training
of mechanics.

Operator Maintenance Versus
Contraci Maintenance

The size of the fleet and the total miles driven
during the year will, to a large extent, determine
the practicality of performing one's own mainte-
nance. If the fleet is large, the capital expenditures
for maintenance facilities,- tools, and equiprnent
can be spread over a- larger base,-v which would
=lower': the, per-unit cost of overhead. In general, if
the fleet consists of fewer than ten buses, the
operator should consider contracting or letting out

%the maintenance. A school district operating a
small fleet might give consideration to contracting
its school bus maintenance with another district
that may already have ,adequate facilities. Oper-
ators-et fleets of ten or more vehicles should find it
advantageous to haVe their own maintenance and
repair facilities. The decision to perform
maintenance and repair work, rather than contract-
ing or letting it out, will also be influenced 'by
such factorsflas the availability and cost of labor
(including. costs for recruitment and training); the
investment required for an adequate parts inven-

. tory; the expected workload and work flow; and
the availability of a commercial shop that can pro-
vide quality work, on time and at compe Lit ive cost.

An operator who contracts or lets out repair
work-should furnish the garage of service :station
with the correct repair orders and comple,te in:
structions regarding the work to be done., Also,
becanse the personnel of a commercial garage or

service, station may not know the laws and regula-
tions relating to school-bus maintendnre, the com-
pleted worle--must be inspected by someone who
does know the laws and regulations to, ensure that
the buses will be safely and correctly maintained.
This responsibility for inspection remains with the
fleet operator or owner.

Size of the Maintenance Facility

The size of the maintenance facility will vary as
the fleet size varies and as the maintenance
functions expand to ihclude more detailed opera-
tions. Space requirements als0 vary, but the general
understanding is that 40 buses of the 79-passenger
type can be parked on one acre if suitable access to
the parking area is available. The amount of
additionalspace needed for a 'maintenance and
repair facility will depend on the size of the fleet.

Whenever a 'specific mai _n ce function in-
creases sufficiently, the o rator, hould analyze
costs to determine Whether he investment in tools,
equipment, and personne ecessary to perform the
work is economically justified. In Some instances,
the best methoED may, be to co tact or let out
certain kinds of work.

When analyzing the cost of having repairs
performed at an outside shop, the operator or
owner should include the expense of transporting
the vehicle to and from the maintenance and repair _
facility as part of the total repair cost. Also, the
knowledge, expertise, and reputation of a mainte-
nance and repair facility should be carefully
scrutinized before a clecision is made to place work
there. An important question to consider is, Will
the maintenance and repair facility, stand behind its
work?"

Scheduling he' Work

Correct scheduling of the, workload is essential,
for maintaining a smooth operation-in the mainte--
riance and repair facility, If scheduling is neglected,
peaks and valleys' will develop, `resulting in slack
periods or unproduCtive periods_ Uneven -.and,
irregular work flow is one of the'rnost, valid reasons
,for contracting -Maintenance and repair work. This
aught be the case, especially regarding tire, work.

293,ji



Many tire "companies- provide complete 'tire.
service for all tires in the fleetinstallation, mainte-
nance, and repairon a contract basis. This solves a
work-flow problem for the operator, and it also
eliminates- the risk of injury to:shop personnel in
mounting and dernounting-tires.

If a school bus or school pupil activity'bus is in
use every day, maintenance work on the vehicle
must be done during the hours when it is not being
used totransport students. This coulill leave only

----TiZtno two to four hours- day to accomplish the- .
nece'ssary maintenance work without adopting a
maintenance schedule that involves after-school
hours.

Quality Control

Quality of repairs must not be sacrificed for
speed. If not enough time, is available fOr per-
forming maintenance work during the day," then
considerationmust be given to having spare buses
in khe fleet, or to performing the Maintenance
during after-school hours, such as in the evenings,
or on weekends"

Whether the maintenance and repaii- work.on a
school bus is done in the fleet operator's own
-maintenance and repair facility or is contracted to
a, commercial facility, the work must be of high
quality. This is essential for the safety of the bus
and its occupants. In addition, quality work
provides an economic advantage: poorly done
repairs7inust be redone, which drives up costs. FOr
example, an incomplete or ineffective engine over-
haul I?ibuld probably have to be redone a few
months later on a premature schedule. The oper-
ator would find it less expensive in the, ong run to
pay more for a higher quality, more thorough job.

A poorly done repair job could be the direct
cause of an accident; however, if a poor repair job
is not the direct cause of an accident, it could lead
to a road breakdown, destroying the reliability that
is of prime importance in a school-bus system.
Road breakdowns and emergency repairs are costly
and inefficient, and they qreate a poor public
image. More importantly, they create a hazardous
condition, since a stalled, bus with its load of
students becomes a traffic hazard. Such a hazard or
distraction in the normal traffic flow is often the
cause of an a -cident.

Tools, Equipment, and Parts

Tools, equipment, and parts inventory represent
a substantial investment for a school-bus 'fleet
operator' or owner. Tool purchases should be
guided by careful considerapon of how often the

tools are to be-used and what th normal life span
is to be. Some tools are usually supplied by the
Mechanic, and others are usually supplied by the
fleet maintenance and repair facility. However, this
division- of responsibility for providing tools will
vary from fleet to fleet, and it-will depend to some
extent on the level of maintenance to be
performed.

Most equipment purchoses should be amortized.
That is, they should be depreciated over a number-
of years so that their total cost is spread out during
their normal life span.

The parts inventory should be kept at a mini-
mum. Consideration should be given to having the_
parts supplier, rather than the maintenance depart-
ment, stock Many of the parts being used. How-
ever, fast-moving _parts and parts that are difficult
to obtain should be kept in stock to reduce the
number of trips to the parts supplier. The parts
inventory should ,be reviewed periodically and
adjusted to reflect changing needs. \*hen equip-
ment changes are made, the pa-rts inventory should
be analyzed to determine whether some of the
stock has become 'obsolete. Parts that have been

- put into inventory and that are subsequently found
to be unnecessary should be returned for credit as
soon as possible, even though the supplier may
assess a 10-percent handling charge. This way, the
parts inventory will' remain current, and money
will!nof be tied up needlessly.

Overhead Costs

In comparing the total cost of repairs or
maintenance done at one's own -facility with the
cost of similar work done at an outside repair
facility, the fleet operator should not neglect t
develop and, use an accurate overhead, Items
suchk-as supervision (direct and indirect),
axes, and utilities must be analyzed and prorated

on some systematic basis to obtain a realistic
overhead figure. The services of a cost accountant
can be helpful in arriving at 'an accurate overhead
figure for an operation.

School bus maintenance costs should include
expenditures for all bus supplies, - repairs, and
routing service; including_inspections, except those
costs that arise directly from an accident. Accident
costs, should be recorded separately so as not to
distort the true cost of maintenance in the fleet.

Buildinp and Fixtures

Maintenance pnd- rep: it buildingseither 'owned
or rentedare desirable for the storage, service, and
repair of school buses and for protecting the



vehicles against the elements and against acts of
vandalism and thievery. The buildings should if
possible be centrally located, making inspection of
the buses.and supervision of the buildings easier,.

The efficiency of a. service faciltiy will be
enhanced by keeping the building clean, correctly
heated, and well lighted: Vii,indows should be
washed often, and light bulbs should be replaced as
they burn out. Building fixtures, such as -door
closers,. should be kept in operating cOndition. If
every part of the facility is neat, clean,'-and in gbod
working order, the same conditions are more likely
to prevail in the buses. Greases and lubricants
should be kept in protected, labeled containers to
prevent their misuse or contamination; and they
should be readily available for use by the
mechanic.

Availability of Labor

Another factor that must be considered in
setting up a maintenance and repair facility is the
availability of labor, both skilled and unskilled. Are
enough mechanics available in the area, and what
are the prevailing wage rates? Are any trade or
vocational schools located in the area to serve as a
source of mechanics?

The degree of specialization required for the
mechanic will depend on the level of maintenance
in the facility. If the main tasks in the program are
to be such routine maintenance tasks as lube work,
oil changes, tune-ups, replacement of tires, belts,
and lamps, brake adjustment,_ exhaust-system re-
pair, minor body work, and general upkeep of the
school bus interior, a good general mechanic will
be the most valuable person to employ. However,
if -the maintenance program also includes skilled
rebuilding and repair, such as the repair of alter-
nators or carburetors, engine rebuilding, major
body work, and complete electrical or air-brake
system repair, specialists in these trade areas must
be trained or hired. The specialized training and
equipment required for such work as electrical
repairs may not be justified in a small fleet;
however, as the number of vehicles in a fleet
increases and the work attains sufficient volume,
the investment in training, tools, and equipment
will be economically sound.

Shop Layout and Basic Equipment
If the operation warrants setting up a mainte-

nance and repair facility, the shop layout and
equipment should include at least the following:

1. Tire-work area
2. Machine-shop area

3. Lubrication and preventive-maintenance
area

4. Working stalls and work counters
5. Parts room
6. Bulky-parts storage
7. Wash rack
8. Discard area
9. Fuel storage area

_10. Oil storage
11. Driver and mechanic rest area
12. Toilet and washroom facilities
13. Office

These listed items are the basic requirements for
starting up a shop facility. The list may be
expanded in accordance with the amount and type--
of work that will be performed.

Tire Work Area

An area for tire work should always be included
in the plans for a maintenance and repair facility.
The tire area need ;not be large or extensively
equipped if the tire work is contracted or let out,
as is often done in small fleets. However, certain
minimum facilities for tire service will be needed in
any repair facility. An adequate supply of regu-
lated compressed air will be needed to operate
impact wrenches and other pneumatic tools. If the
fleet includes a full range of tire and wheel sizes,
large and small impact wrenches will be needed,
each adjusted to apply the correct torque to the
lug, nuts to prevent distorting the brake drums.
Sockets for large lug nuts should be heavy-duty
types.

If tire repair and replacement are to be done in
the shop, some type of tire remover (air operated
or electrically operated) will be needed. Tire
inflation gauges and a tread-depth gauge will be
required. (Tire pressures and tread depth must be
recorded during preventive maintenance checks, so
that tire wear can be monitored and tire needson
be projected.) Other basic tools and materials
needed for tire servicing include a wire brush for
cleaning wheels; blocks and jacks (heavy duty for
large wheels); a supply of flaps, tubes, and valve
cores; and soapy lubricant to ease tire installation.
A tire spreader may be required for inspecting
tire-casing interiors, especially for large tires.

In small fleets, hiring a full-time tire marker may
not be justified. In such a case, the tire work
should be contracted or let out on bid, to the
operator's specifications, on an annual basis. The
outside contract could include the supplying of
new and recapped tires as well as performing tire
service. An operator who chooses to contract or let
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out tire work, or any other maintenance work,
must maintain strict control over all outside
maintenance items. The responsibility for quality
maintenance remains v :II the operator. ,

Tire storage in the lop area should be limited
to one or two tires of each size for immediate use.
Bulk storage should be provided for -in the ware-
house or in some other suitable storage area.

Machine-Shop Area

Most service facilities include a general-machine-
shop area. The best use will be made of this area if
it is conveniently located and contains the neces-
sary equipment. The selection of tools and equip-
mem for this area normally includes cutting
torches, welders, a welding table, a bearing press, a
punch machine for .brake repair, a drill press,: a
grinder, and a small lathe. An adequate.riumber of
electrical outlets of correct voltage and current
ratings must be provided in the shop area.

Because welding and cutting are commonly done
in the machine shop, the machine -shop area should
be loCated away from places where flammable
materials are kept: Often, the machine-shop area
and the tire-work are can be in the same stall.

Lubrication md Preventive Maintenance Area

Safety checks, lubrication, and other preventive
maintenance activities make up a large part of the
services performed in a maintenance and repair
shop. Most work of this type is best done with the
vehicle up on a hoist. Having a mechanic use a
creeper to perform under-chassis inspection and
maintenance work is no longer done.

The lubrication and inspection work area should
be set up go that the mechanic_ does not have to
make any unnecessary steps and so that the neces-
sary- tools will be readily available. This can be
accomplished by providing overhead reels for the
hoses and cables that furnish grease, oil, water, air,
lights, and electric power. A workbench with a parts
washer should be provided in the lubrication area.
The workbench shelves and draWers shot ld contain
spare tools, blocks, paint, and numerous miscel-
laneous items. Bulk lubricants should be stored in a
suitable area outside the shop. Transfer of lubri-
cant is made easier and housekeeping is improved if
lubricant drums are equipped with pumps.

If the shop has three bays, consideration should
be given to locating the hoist in the center bay.
This location of the hoist will provide access to
each side of the school bus for removal of wheels,
axles, and heavier components such as the engine,
which may require a fork lift for removal.

Work Stalls and Work Counters

If the operation can justify having a mainte-
nance and repair facility, the number of school
buses in the fleet will determine how extensive
each service area must be. At least two working
stalls will be needed for a fleet of ten or more
vehicles. Work counters located at the end of each
stall- '-are of great assistance to the mechanics in
performing their daily jobs, and the storage space
under the counters will encourage good house-
keeping habits.

Parts Room

Every -maintenance and repair facility for main-
taining a fleet of school buses must have an area
for parts and supplies. The parts room should be
planned and laid out so that a systematic method
of parts storage can be used. Parts will be easy to
find if they are tored in a systematic and. orderly
way. Such storage not only speeds the repair work
but also simplifies the task of taking parts inven-
tory. An inventory-control system, such as a card
file, should be set up, and a supply book listing all
parts should be maintained for ready reference.
The card file and the supply book should be kept
current.

The following points should be considered in
determining the quantities of parts and supplies to
be kept on hand:

1. Ability of vendors to supply parts on demand
2. Geographic location of the maintenance and

repair shop (nearness to vendors)
3. Number of spare school buses in the fleet
4. Amount of capital outlay available for parts
5. Cost advantage of large purchases of fast-

moving parts, such as tires and batteries
6. Amount of inventory control desired
Control of the parts inventory is essential, and a

decision must be made regarding the amount of
money that will be spent for inventory control.
Obviously, a parts room that contains only a few
thousand dollars worth of parts does not warrant a
full-time parts employee. A continuous review of
the parts system should help' to determine the need
for a full-time or part-time employee.

The availability of parts has a direct bearing on
the number of spare buses that will be needed in a
fleet. If parts are readily available from a nearby
vendor or from the fleet operator's supply room,
repair jobs can be accomplished without delay; and
downtime for the vehicles will therefore be
reduced.



Bulky Parts Storage -'-

,A ;need exists in all maintenance and repair
facilities for the storage of bulky items, such as tail
pipes, mufflers, air-system parts, and extra seats.
Provision should be made in the shop area or
warehouge for correct storage and control of these
items.

Wash Rack

Cleanliness of the vehicles in a fleet is important
not only to present a good appearance but also to
maintain visibility for the driver and the passen-
gers, to preserve the legibility of vehicle markings
and the function of lights and reflectors, and to
facilitate inspections.

Provision should be Mate for washing the
vehicles. on a regularly scheduled basis. The capital
investment will be low if the vehicles are washed
by hand. However, washing a 35-foot bus by hand
takes about 30 minutes, so the annual labor cost
for hand-washing a large fleet can be significant.
Depending on a number of factors, a washing
machine for cleaning school buses might be feasi-
ble. The number of buses in the fleet and the
number of years the washing machine will be
operational are important factors in making the
decision to purchase a washer. The public relations
value of a clean fleet is also an important consider-
ation.

A wash rack with a hoist will probably be one of
the most often used facilities in the shop. A steam
cleaner or chemical wash can be incorporated in
the' wash-rack area for cleaning engines, under-
carriages, and other large parts. All parts of the
vehicle must be cleaned so that oil leaks and other
problems can be seen readily during visual inspec-
tions.

Discard Area

One or more wooden bins, onstructed so they
can be moved by a fork lift, should be provided in
the shop to encourage good housekeeping. The
discarded materials collected in the bins may be
sold to scrap dealers. .

Discarded parts and junk should not he allowed
to accumulate in the shop. Spch an accumulation
reflects on the housekeeping of the facility, creates
a fire hazard, interferes with the work -flow, and
creates a potential source of injury to the shop
personnel.

Fuel Storage Area

The tanks in the fuel storage area should be large
enough to provide the advantages of large fuel'

drops and the price breaks that usually accompany
them. 1- lowever, diesel fuel should not be kept in
storage tanks for long periods of time, because
prolonged storage has an adverse effect on diesel
fuel.

Items to be considered in planning a fueling area
are ease of access to the pumps; ability to fuel
more than one vehicle at a time-; speed of the
pumps; , provision for oil, water, air, cleaning ,

materials, and a trash receptacle; and correct
lighting if the area is to be used at night. A
concrete pad makes the best type of parking
surface for fueling purposes. Other types of road
material are deteriorated- by fuel spillage.

Some type of control should be adopted for
accountability of the fuel supply -for example, an
assigned -key system, a ticket-punching system, or a

, fuel lbg. .

Oil Storage

If the size of the school bus fleet warrants this,
large tanks should be installed for engine-oil
storage, since a considerable saving ean be made by
purchasing oil in large quantities. However, oper-
ators of small fleets may have to buy oil by the
barrel, but they can offset this price disadvantage
to some extent by purchasing a year's supply of oil
at a time on a competitive -bid basis.

Used oil can be resold, especially in large.
quantities. It should be stored in a tank large
enough to make the quantity worthwhile to the
used-oil buyer.

Driver and Mechanic Rest Area

A rest area for lunch and other break periods
should be provided for bus drivers and the mainte-
nance personnel. The rest area should be furnished
with an adequate number of tables, chairs, and
lockers, and it should not be located within the
maintenance and repair area To save the drivers
from injury and prevent distraction of the mechant%,
ics, drivers should not be allowed Ur the maintA:,
nance and repair area.

Selection and Training of Mechanics
When a mechanic is selected for the maintenance

and repair area, careful consideration should be
given to the level of work the mechanic will be
required to perform. A journeylevel mechanic can
be expected to perform, with minimum super-
vision, all the general tasks required in a mainte-
nance and repair facility. However, specialized
repairs may require a mechanic 'with specialized
training,--A common- mistake made by some super-
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visors is to place a mechanic with limited experi-
ence on a job that is beyond the mechanic's
capabilities. Also, a mechanic should not be hired
until an appropriate place has been provided for
the mechanic to work. A stall or other suitable,.
work space should always be available for every
mechanic.

Number of Mechanics Required

In most fleets that have ten or more school
buses, at least one full-time mechanic will be

required. In general, one fourneylevel mechanic can
adequately maintain up to 15 large school buses
that are running normal mileage. Smaller equip-
ment (24-passenger to 66-passenger buses) can
usually e maintained with a ratio of one mechanic
to 20 uses. Small, van-type vehicles that are
running normal mileage can usually be maintained
with a ratio of one mechanic to 25 vehicles.
Increases in mileage will proportionately increase
the requirement for mechanics.

As the school bus fleet size increases, the need
increase for such additional personnel as

helpers, tire servicers, parts persons, bus washers,
utility personnel, and maintenance supervisors.

Inservice Training of Mechanics

Although mechanics new to the organization
may be experienced journeylevel mechanics, they
are not likely t be familiar with the laws and
regulations relating to the inspection and mainte-
nance of vehicles used for pupil transportation.
Also, they may be unfamiliar with the specific
mechanical features of the ii _ices. Therefore, all
mechanics hired for the maintenance and repair
facility must have training in the special field of
school bus maintenance. This training will enable
the mechanics to undertake new responsibility and
expand their experience.

Training to iiicrease the efficiency of the mainte-
nance and repair staff may be accomplished in
several ways. Schools operated by the equipment
manufacturers are one training resource, and adult-

educatiOn classes are another. Also,_ the fleet
operator must participate in training by holding
inservice training classes. Inservice training is often
neglected, but the operator who makes a con-
scientious effort to provide such training will be
rewarded with fewer breakdowns, better-maintained
equipment, and lower costs.

Maintenance supervisors usually have high
mechanical_.ability, but they may require raining
in management techniques. The operator should

therefore include supervisors in the inser ain-

ing program.

Service Truck
Fleets operating ten or more buses may find

having a service truck very helpful. A light panel
truck, equipped with hand tools, small parts, and
supplies may be most useful. Mechanics may use
such a truck in making emergency repairs to buses
that have broken down on the road_ .

Since most school buses do not carry spare tires,
tire trouble enroute is a common type of problem
that can be solved with the service truck. The
service truck can also be used to obtain parts and
supplies from local vendors. In some areas of the
state -Where county school systems are widely
dispersed, school bus fleet operators may find
advantageous having a complete service shop on
wheels, This will allow the mechanic to go with all
of his or her tools, parts, and supplies to the various
locations where buses are garaged. In more com-
pact areas the preferred method is to bring the bus
to the maintenance and repair facility for attention
rather than have the mechanic spend time traveling
to the bus.

Normally, wreckers or tow trucks are not
rec,ommended as necessary equipment in a school

bu fleet. Because they are needed only on rare
occ. ions, tow trucks or wreckers are usually more
economical to rent than to own. In most instances
where a damaged or malfunctioning bus cannot be
driven back to the repair facility, a mechanic using
the service truck can restore the vehicle to operat-
ing condition in a relatively short time. Also, if a
vehicle should become stuck in the mud or snow,
another bus driven by a mechanic may be used for
towing; but this should be considered only as an
emergency procedure. Drivers should riot try on
their own initiative to extricate another bus with-
out authority from the fleet-maintenance super-
intendent.

Useful Publications
The most complete publication available as an

aid to the, school bus repair and maintenance
program is the chassis manufacturer's maintenance
and inspection manual. The body manufacturer
also will have available a complete manual on body
components, maintenance, and inspection. These
manuals are available free, or at moderate cost,
from the manufacturers through their distributors.

Several other publications that can be valuable
aids in a school bus maintenance program are listed
in the Selected References section of this guide.
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Selected e erences
Laws and Regulations

1. California Administrative Code, Title 13, Motor Vehicles, which contains
Subchapter 6.5 of Chapter 2, Motor Carrier Safety, may be purchased _from
the State of California, Documents Section, P.O. Box 20191, Sacramento,
CA 95820.

2. The California School Bus Driver and Carrier Handbook will be available
from any field office of the California Highway Patrol after Septeniber,
1978.

3. State of California Vehicle Code (current edition). For sale at all offices of
the Department of Motor Vehicles.

4. Vehicle Equipment Inspection Guide (HPG. 83.2). Available from the
California Highway Patrol, Office Services Section, P.O. Box 898,
Sacramento, CA 95804.

Periodicals

1. Commercial Car Journal. Published
Philadelphia, Pa.

2. Fleet Owner7 Published by McGraw-
New York, N.Y.

3. School Bus Fleet. Published by Bobit Publishing Co., 1155 Waukegan Rd.,
Glenview, Ill.

by Chilton Co., Chestnut and 56th St.,

Hill Publishing Co., 330 West 42nd St.,

Reports

1. National Minimum Standards for School_Buses. National Commission on
Safety Education, 1201 Sixteenth Sf. NW, Washington, D.C.

2. National School Bus Report. National School Transportation Association,
P.O. Box 324. Fairfax, Va.
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Publications Ayai fable from the Department of Education

School Bus and School Pupil Activity Bus Inspection and Maintenance Guide is one of
approximately 400 publications which are available from the California State Department of
Education. Publications of interest to the users of this document are the following:

Administration of Public School Transportation (1972) $1.25
,Administration of the School District Budget (1975) ('includes 1977 supplement) 1.75

Administration of the School District Risk Management Program (1977) 2.50
Attendance and Enrollment Accounting_ .in California Public Schools (1977) 2.80
Bicycle Rules of the Road in California (1977) 1.50

California Guide to Traffic Safety Education (1976) 3.50
California Public Schools Selected Statistics, 1976-77 (1978) .65

California School Accounting Manual (1976) (includes 1977 amendmet 1,65

California Teachers Salaries and Salary Schedules, 1977-78 (1978) 10.00
Current Trends in Costs for School Districts (1977) - (1i5

District Paid Insurance Programs in California School Districts, 1977-78 (1978) 2.50
Liability Insurance in California Public Schools (1978) 2.00
Manual para Conductures de Vehleulos para Trabajadores Agn'colas (1977) .65

Manual of First Aid Practices for School Bus Drivers (1972) .90

Site Management (1977) 1.50

Work Permit Handbook for California Public Schools (1976) 1.50

Note: Tile list prices include charges for mailing and handling. Purchasers in California
should add sales tax. Checks should be made payable to the California State Department of
Education. Only purchase orders from government agencies in California will be accepted
without a remittance: special agency invoices or voucher forms received without a
remittance will not be accepted. All sales are final.

Orders for publications should be sent to:

Publications Sales
California State Department of Education
P,O. Box 271
Sacramento, CA 95802

Persons wanting to purchase Departnent of Education publications in person in
Sacramento may do so at the cashier's window, mezzanine, Downtown-Plaza Building, 515
L Street, weekdays between 7:30 a.m. and 4:45 p.m. (Public parking is available beneath
the building.)

Telephone inquiries should be made to 916-445-1260 or 916 - 445 -3497,
A complete list of publications available from the Department may be obtained by

writing to the address listed above.
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